LEISURE EXPERIENCES

The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel presents eco-adventures that inspire you with Southern California's unique ecosystems and connect your spirit to their larger global systems. Led by expert Naturalists, The Eco-Adventure Center is dedicated to showcasing Dana Point's natural wonders. Through these exciting excursions, the local surroundings become a natural classroom and living laboratory. Adults, families, and children learn through experience, which instills all with a deep appreciation and respect for nature.

LAGUNA NIGUEL

EXPLORE OUR FULL CALENDAR OF MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES
THE ECO-ADVENTURE CENTER

Exciting excursions await in The Eco-Adventure Center. Age requirements for some activities may be flexible depending on ability. Prices are subject to change and a 20% leisure staff charge will apply to all activities. Reservations may be made 24 hours in advance unless specified otherwise.

**SOCAL SURF EXPERIENCE**
*
$250 per person | ages 8 and over

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Learn how to surf in true SoCal style with an expert surf instructor. The Surf Experience includes transportation to and from the surf spot, a 2-hour lesson, all equipment including surfboards, wetsuits, towels and more.

*Reservations must be made 48 hours in advance.*

**E-BIKE TOUR**
*
$175 per person | ages 14 and over

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Zip around on a private custom guided E-bike Tour. Explore the coastal town’s bike paths and beautiful scenery with the comfort of Electric bicycles assisting with uphill sections. Join our expert Naturalists as they lead you to amazing viewpoints and local hidden gems, while pointing out the history, flora, and fauna.

**STAND UP PADDLEBOARDING & KAYAKING EXPERIENCE**
*
$110 per person | ages 7 and over

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Enjoy stand up paddle boarding or kayaking, as you learn about the local area on a guided tour through the beautiful, calm waters of the Dana Point Harbor.

*Reservations must be made 48 hours in advance.*

**WHALE OF AN EXPERIENCE**

**WHALE WATCHING**
*
$115 per person | all ages

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Embrace your sea legs on a whale watching excursion and see firsthand why Dana Point is the Whale Watching Capital of the World. Dana Point is believed to serve as a visual landmark for several species of whales that migrate along the Pacific coast. Majestic blue whales and graceful humpback whales are visible as they travel along the coastline. Enjoy our local dolphin inhabitants frolicking in the Southern California waters.

**BIRDS, BEES & BUTTERFLIES GARDEN TOUR**
*
COMPLIMENTARY | 9 AM | ALL AGES

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Explore the beautiful Eco-Adventure Garden and search for native birds, bees and butterflies with our expert guides. You will also be introduced to an incredible variety of plants, while discussing their uses and place in the ecosystem.

**SEA WALK**
*
COMPLIMENTARY | 9 AM | ALL AGES

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Take a leisurely walk along our pristine, local beach to enliven the senses. Our Naturalist will guide you along the sand, detailing the wildlife and local history of the area. This is a fantastic way to start your day and take in the fresh ocean air.

**EXPLORE THE SHORE HIKES**
*
$90 per person | ages 5 and over

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Explore the vital intertidal zone as we experience our beautiful shore or investigate the local foliage and wildlife of the Dana Point Headlands.

**PRIVATE TENNIS LESSON**
*
$250 per hour | ages 7 and over

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Perfect your backhand as you enjoy an outdoor, private Tennis lesson with a local professional. Includes Tennis racquet rentals and water bottles for one hour.

*Reservations must be made 48 hours in advance.*

**WHALE OF AN EXPERIENCE**

**WHALE WATCHING**
*
$115 per person | all ages

_Eco-Adventure Center_

Embrace your sea legs on a whale watching excursion and see firsthand why Dana Point is the Whale Watching Capital of the World. Dana Point is believed to serve as a visual landmark for several species of whales that migrate along the Pacific coast. Majestic blue whales and graceful humpback whales are visible as they travel along the coastline. Enjoy our local dolphin inhabitants frolicking in the Southern California waters.

*ritzcarlton.com/lagunaniguel*
E-BIKE RENTALS
$75 per person | Ages 18 and over
Eco-Adventure Center
Enjoy exploring the local area on one of our top-of-the-range E-bikes. Our 2-hour rentals come with a short introduction to the bike, helmets, waters, and a map of the best E-bike routes.

SURFING & WETSUIT RENTALS
$50 per surfboard, per day | Ages 8 and over
$35 per wetsuit, per day
Eco-Adventure Center
Rent a surfboard and wetsuit and hit one of the many iconic surf spots located right by the resort. Salt Creek, Doheny, and T Street are several close surf breaks.

TALL SHIP ADVENTURE
$135 per person | All ages
Eco-Adventure Center
Embark on an ocean sail aboard an authentic replica of an 18th Century Tall Ship. Hoist the sails, fire the canon and be on the lookout for whales and dolphins on this interactive voyage. This experience is only available on Saturdays. Reservations must be made 48 hours in advance.

LAGUNA BEACH NATURE HIKE
$110 per person | Ages 5 and over
Eco-Adventure Center
Explore native plants and wildlife along a mountainous ridge overlooking the Laguna Beach coastline. Three available options for this hike include easy, moderate, and hard.

SNORKELING EXCURSION
$250 per person | Ages 8 and over
Eco-Adventure Center
Let our expert Naturalists guide you through the pristine waters of Laguna Beach on this 2-hour adventure. The Laguna Beach Marine Reserve is home to beautiful Kelp forests and is teeming with ocean life to discover.

RITZ KIDS
$195 per half day per child | Ages 5 through 12
Eco-Adventure Center
Utilizing the four pillars of land, water, environmental responsibility, and culture, Ritz Kids offers nature hikes, animal yoga, arts and crafts, squid dissection, and more with STEAM elements woven into each program. Fusing together fun and learning, allow our expert guides to curate the perfect experience fit for a Ritz Kid.

Reserve a 3 hour session from 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. or 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
*Morning programs may be reserved up to one day in advance while afternoon programs may be reserved before 9 a.m. on day of desired reservation.
ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCES
There is something for guests of all ages to delight in at our Southern California coastal escape.

BEACH BUTLER & BEACH SHUTTLE

Beach Shuttle Pick up Location at Dana Lawn

Beach Butlers offer personalized beach services daily to guests enjoying a relaxing day at Salt Creek Beach. Beach Butlers are fully equipped with sunscreen and tanning lotion, along with service that includes setting up beach chairs, umbrellas and towels, and transportation to and from the beach on the Beach Shuttle. Contact the Beach Shuttle at 949.395.4854

Service and Amenities | 9 a.m. - one hour prior to sunset
Beach Shuttle | 9 a.m. - sunset

RESORT POOLS

Soak up the sun at the resort's outdoor pools and whirlpools. The Monarch Pool offers a serene poolside experience while the Dana Pool offers amenities for a family fun day at the pool. The delightfully breezy Dana Pool Cafe is open seasonally serving casual fare and refreshing cocktails.

THE ECO-ADVENTURE GARDEN

Enjoy the amazing wildlife that flock to The Eco-Adventure Garden's native plants, herbs, berries, bird feeders, and bee boxes. This space is home to a whimsical Little Library that stands as a complimentary book exchange available to guests and the local community.

THE RITZ-CARLTON SPA

The Ritz-Carlton Spa treatments borrow from the ocean to nurture the body and promote wellness. Indulge with a deeply nourishing California Dreamin' massage, a restorative HydraFacial, or exclusive treatments inspired by the season. To reserve a spa treatment, please call 949.573.2235

Spa Hours | 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

FITNESS CENTER

Remain in vacation-mode while working out in our state-of-the-art fitness center, complete with updated equipment and panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean. Stretch by the ocean with daily complimentary wellness classes on the resort's outdoor lawns.

Fitness Center Hours | 24 hours daily
Yoga | 9 a.m.
Pilates | 10 a.m.